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From drone shots to close-ups: a very personal view of the Balearic island by bestselling author Michael Poliza (over 100,000

photography books sold by teNeues)

From an abandoned lighthouse to vibrant party hot spots: the rediscovery of one of the most exciting holiday destinations

From dropout to DJ: authentic perspectives show the real Ibiza and its unique lifestyle at first hand

This book offers not only great nature shots but also exclusive insights into the vibrant lifestyle scene of Ibiza, allowing authentic

perspectives on the real Ibiza and experiencing the island in a whole new way.

Ibiza is a unique island with a variety of features that make it a popular travel destination. Diverse landscapes with picturesque coves,

lush pine forests, and impressive cliffs abound, but you’ll also find a vibrant culture and historical past reflecting Roman, Moorish, and

Catalan influences. Furthermore, Ibiza is famous for its legendary nightlife – trendy clubs, DJs, and music festivals attract partygoers from

around the world. The book showcases this diversity of nature and scene in photographic highlights by Michael Poliza. In addition, locals

and newcomers, insiders, and lovers of the island share their special relationship with it through interviews. Everyone, whether a

connoisseur or someone interested in Ibiza, will be inspired by the colourful blend of lifestyle and breathtaking shots.

Text in English and German.

Michael Poliza, a renowned photographer from Hamburg, is known for his breathtaking nature and landscape photographs. His

travels have taken him from the Arctic to the tropical rain forests. His aerial photographs, which offer unusual perspectives, are

particularly revolutionary. Poliza has published numerous books and his work has been exhibited and honoured worldwide. As an

environmentalist, he is committed to the protection of nature. Poliza lives and works in Hamburg.
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